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RICCIONE - ITALY

WELCOME
Riccione is not a holiday
like
others.
Riccione
is
an
immersive
wellness
experience that embraces
you from the moment you
arrive, with the kindness of
the people who welcome you,
with the smiles of the beach
attendants, with the warmth
of simple gestures like the one
of the hands that offer you a
stuffed piadina.
It is allowing yourself to be
involved from the very best of
Romagna and enjoy it every
day, knowing that you will go
back different from how you
arrived.
Happier, more relaxed, richer.
We are born and grown up in
Riccione and we know how to
offer you its best in few hours
or in many days, with a meal
for two where you will fall in
love with the beauty of the
Adriatic coast or with a long
family holiday in the house by
the sea that you have always
dreamed of.
Heart, passion and a great
group.
Have a good summer with us!
Rita, Vincenzo Leardini Group

HOTEL
LUNGOMARE
Seaside holiday means to
wake up and find it right in
front of your eyes. You smell its
perfume, you fall in love with
its colours and you already
know that you will miss it
when you’ll be back home.
We add fragrant and delicious
breakfasts, suites where you
will
dream
undisturbed,
lunches with view on the
infinite blue and the energy
of Viale Ceccarini, so close that
we reflect its elegance.

• Overlooking the sea, at
300 m from Viale Ceccarini
• Breakfast in the terrace
• Sea view Restaurant (6th floor)
• Settimopiano: a terrace
under the stars for aperitifs,
dinners and special events
• Parking/Garage
• Private beach with
swimming pools

SETTIMOPIANO
Height has a special power,
this terrace surrounded by
palms is unique. You will be
enraptured by its beauty that
will make you fell suspended
between sky and sea, lost
between the colours of the
sunset and the profile drawn
by the coast in the distance.
The aperitif at high altitude is
a fantastic moment that will
become memorable with a
seafood dinner where flavours
and mastery will merge for the
joy of your palate.

• Perfect location for
brunches,
aperitifs, dinners and special
events

METROPOL
CECCARINI SUITE
These 9 apartments, precious
concentrate
of
design,
technology and beauty in
perfect Italian style, stand right
in the heart of Viale Ceccarini,
VIP and glamorous area par
excellence. You can get lost in
shopping and in the various
restaurants and clubs or take a
dip in the terrace while sipping
cocktails or do all this and stay
even longer!

• Terrace with whirlpool,
aperitif bar and exclusive
events
• Delicious breakfast at the
Bottega Rosa Maria
• Garage
• Short and long stays
• Daily cleaning service

WE.ME
SUITE HOTEL
We.Me is a one of a kind Suite
Hotel located in the heart of
Riccione (Viale Ceccarini).
A brand new concept in
hospitality:
luxury
in
a
contemporary design with
tailor made services.
The meaning of We.Me is the
individual becoming part of
a community and the design
lovers will be plunged in the
concept of “beautiful and
welcoming”.
24 Suites, a lounge bar, a
green space in f ront of the
most fascinating street of the
city and the allure of a space
designed to make each guest
feeling unique and preferred.

COMING SOON

HOTEL
MAESTRALE
A warm and intimate place,
with attention to every detail.
Close to the sea and in the
centre, it is a model of a refined
and warm hospitality, the right
solution for those who love to
live a relaxing holiday enjoying
lunches in the green of the
veranda, Junior Suites suitable
for a large family or a beautiful
penthouse with sea view.

• 50 meters from the sea,
in the centre
• 26 rooms (including 9
Junior Suites and 1 sea view
penthouse)
• Breakfast and lunch in the
green of the veranda
• Dinner in the Grill Garden
with barbecue
• Parking/Garage
• Private beach with
swimming pools

HOTEL
PRESIDENT
Hotel President A historic hotel,
which is now a Bed & Breakfast,
with a retro atmosphere that
reflects all the elegance of Viale
Ceccarini and the fabulous
times that made it popular
around the world. Situated 400
metres from the sea, in front
of the Palacongressi, it is the
perfect choice both for work
as well as holidays. It resonates
with the liveliness of the centre
but also with the peacefulness
of a garden where you can have
breakfast among the greenery
and the spacious common
areas where you can enjoy a
relaxing aperitif. Its specialty?
The XL breakfasts available
until 11.30 am so you can start
the day with a smile.

• Viale Ceccarini is just 50 m
away
• Pet friendly
• Rooms with spacious
balconies
• Attentive hospitality
• XL breakfast until late
mornings
• Car park

HOTEL
MON CHERI
As soon as arrive you will
realize that these 3 stars are
as valuable as if they were 4.
Because it is exactly in front
of the sea and a few steps
away from the vibrant life of
the centre; because it has a
beautiful terrace where you
can start your day enjoying
breakfast surrounded by the
scent of coffee and of the sea;
because every day it offers you
a la carte menus and private
beach. A jewel for groups of
friends and young families.

• The only 3-star hotel in
front of the sea in the city
centre 300 meters from Viale
Ceccarini
• Breakfast in the terrace
• A la carte menu carte
• Parking/Garage
• Private beach with
swimming pools

RESIDENCE
LUNGOMARE
The ideal choice completely
customizable for those who do
not want to renounce to the
services of a big hotel but need
space, comfort and freedom
that only an apartment
can give. From the sea view
penthouse to the apartment
with private garden, 60
different solutions, all with the
possibility of having breakfast,
lunch and dinner in our hotels.
Along with your four-legged
friend.

• Small and large size
apartments
• 50/100 meters from the sea,
in the central area
• Car park
• Apartments for short and
long periods
• Cleaning service
• Private beach with
swimming pools
• Concierge service H 24
• Restaurant service in the
hotels of the group
• Pet friendly

LOCANDA
I GIRASOLI
Outside the city, where
everything becomes wonderfully quiet and romantic.
A manor house with 6 rooms
that preserve the charm of the
most poetic traditions, secular olive trees, sunflowers and
a wonderful swimming pool.
Every moment spent in this
enchanted place will remain
in your heart.

• Intimacy, relaxation and
magic of the hinterland
• Swimming pool
• Breakfast
• Parking

SPIAGGIA
LE PALME
A lounge on the sand, where
the white of the furnishings
merges with the green of
the palms and the colours
of
nature
generating
a
framework of perfect wonder.
Freshwater heated swimming
pools for adults and children,
hot whirlpools, suites with
living room for those who
choose to be pampered and
a comfortable relaxation area
for breaks from sunbaths. Pets
are welcome!

• 2 freshwater heated
swimming pools, for adults
(112 cm) and children (65 cm)
• Whirlpools
• Beach towels
• A large relaxation area with
sofas and magazines
• Beach volleyball court, ping
pong, large playground for
children
• Hot shower in the cabin
• Animation for children

GUSTAVINO
Taste the breath of the sea, let
yourself be caressed by the
breeze as it glides through
the palm trees, Admire a fiery
sunsets at aperitif time and fall
in love under a blanket of stars
as the magic of the evening
sets on the terrace just in time
for a couple of cocktails. Our
two floors combine design with
typical Mediterranean warmth,
ideal for late night dining, A
tasty break consisting of only
the freshest products alongside
quality drinks.

• Overlooking the sea
• Elegant and refined
restaurant
• Suggestive terrace with sea
view
• Simple and delicious dishes

THE ART OF
ENTERTAINMENT
The best of the international offer
in a single avenue. From boutiques
with outstanding brands to small
shops that have their style in the
research of the best items to offer.
The walk in Viale Ceccarini is a must
for those who visit Riccione.
THE AMUSEMENT PARKS
Adrenaline-filled facilities dedicated
to fun for adults and children:
Aquafan with its slides that are
every year more exciting and the
giant waves, the exciting acrobatic
performances of the dolphins in
Oltremare and still Italia in Miniatura,
Fiabilandia, Aquarium in Cattolica
and Autodromo di Santa Monica for
speed fans.
THE HINTERLAND
Just a few kilometres and you will find
yourself among castles, fortresses
and medieval villages where you
can still breath old traditions related
to the land celebrated in evocative
festivals in historical costumes.
Luxuriant nature, history and culture
all to be discovered in tasty food and
wine itineraries.
THE BEACHES
Those of Riccione are notoriously
sophisticated and well equipped
also for children; if you love wilder
and uncontaminated landscapes, in
half an hour by car you can enjoy the
crystal-clear waters of the natural
park of San Bartolo and the Riviera
del Conero.

Archivio fotografico
dell'Assessorato al Turismo
della Provincia di Rimini

YOUR EVENTS
WITH US
Perhaps for events there is
not one perfect setting, but
surely artfully constructed
projects will make for a
perfect moment.
With our properties, a mix
of distinctive sites that are
always
impressive,
plus
thematic menus and devoted
entertainment, we can create
truly unique events every
time.
From the picturesque dolphin
lagoon in Oltremare, to
elegant historical mansions,
and the hyper-technological
Palacongressi, in our vicinity,
which can host up to 1,800
participants...
small
and
large numbers, exceptional
scenery and an all-female
staff ready to amaze you.
The Leardini Group is also
this!

www.lungomare.com
www.settimopianoriccione.it
www.metropolceccarinisuite.com
www.hotelmaestrale.com
www.presidentriccione.it
www.hotelmoncheri.com
www.residencelungomare.com
www.locandagirasoli.it
www.bagni88.it
www.gustavino.net
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